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Abstract. We present a dynamic embedding of the contents of a storage medium organized as an 
X-tree into a storage medium organized as a d-dimensional rray. Let X be a multihead bounded 
activity machine with a single storage tape organized as an X-tree. A multihead bounded activity 
machine D with a single tape organized as a d-dimensional rray is used to simulate X on-line. 
If X runs in time t(n) on inputs of length n, then D simulates X in time 0( t( n)‘+“d/log t(n)). 
Furthermore, this si ulation is optimal. 
Often a computation must represent a logical data structure (the guest) on a 
different physical structure (the host). This representation can be formulated as a 
graph embedding. A static embedding fixes a correspondence between the cells of 
a host structure and those of a guest structure. Several researchers [3,5,6,7] have 
investigated the effect of various static embeddings on access costs. A dynamic 
embedding makes a correspondence only for cells of the guest structure that are 
actually used. Dynamic embeddings are expressed by simulations between machines 
ith different storage structures. For example, a tree machine is a model of computa- 
?ion whose storage structure is a complete infinite binary tree; a nsional 
machine is a model whose storage structure is a d-dimensional array. uk [ 121 
ding of a multidimensional array into a binary tree that 
of a d-dimensional machine of time complexity t(n) by tree 
). Conversely, Loui 183 designed an optimal simula- 
of time complexity t( n ) b 
This simulation extended 
[ 111, who treated the case d = 1. 
An X-tree is a complete binary tree in wh 
a parent and to two children but also to nei 
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Fig. 1. A height 3 X-tree. 
Fig. 1). Despain and Patterson [4] introduced the X-tree as a fault-tolerant intercon- 
nection network for multiprocessors. Hong and Rosenberg [6] studied efficient static 
embeddings of X-trees into binary trees. Recently, Aggarwal [I] compared the 
speeds of binary tree mach?zs, 3c-t machines, and multidimensional machines 
for solving specific problems uch as sorting. 
We prove that every X-treee machine of time complexity t(n) can be simulated 
by a d-dimensional machine in time O( t( n) ‘+“d/log t(n)). Furthermore, this simula- 
tion is optimal. 
Cook and Aanderaa [Z] introduced the bounded actiuizy machine model, a gen- 
eralization of the Turing machine. A bounded activity machine has a finite state 
control; a read-only linear input tape, from which it reads input symbols; a W&S- ;sr.$ 
linear output tape, onto which it writes output symbols; and one work t~,v~ v&h er, 
least one uccess he& The work tape has an infinite number of cells, eazfa qf Iv&h 
can hold one symbol from a finite storage alphabet. One -cell of the ‘iqork ape is 
designated as the origin. Every access head is located at a cell. From every cell x 
the head may shift to one of a finite number of other cells on the same tape; these 
cells are adjaceflt to x Initially, every work tape cell holds a particular &nk symbol, 
and every head is located at the origin. 
A bounded activity machine operates in a sequence of steps. During each step, 
ine reads the symbols in the cells on which its heads are located. As a 
f those symbols and the control state, the machine may write symbols on 
the work tape cells at which the access heads are located; write an output symbol 
pe; and shift he s on any input, output, or work tape. The time 
machine is a fu ion t(n) defined for each n to be the maximum 
over all input strings a of length n of the time (number of steps) that the machine 
e structure of a work tape is a graph whose vertices correspond bijectively to 
adjacencies of the cells. fhroughout this 
ose cells corres 
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all zero is the origin. A box is a set of cells that form a d-dim sional cube. me 
base cell of a box is the cell whose coordinates are the smallest. 
The cells of a binary tree and its variant, the X-tree, are ass 
from (0, l)*. The origin of e ch work tape, calle 
general, write &&l(u) for the label of cell ac. 
Let u be a cell of a binary tree or an X-tree and /? = label(u). Every cell II h 
left child lc(u), the cell whose label is PO, and a right child rc( ), the cell whose 
label is @l. If v is a child of u, then u is the parent of v, written u = pa(v). The 
root has no parent. Let n be the length of j9 and let b the integer whose n-bit 
unsigned binary representation is j3. If n 2 1 and b > 0, then the left neighbor of u 
is the cell ln( u) whose label is the n-bit unsigned binary representation of b - 1. If 
nW and b<2” - 1, then the right neigh&r of u is the cell m(u) whose label is the 
n-bit unsigned binary representation of b + 1. 
For every cell u in a binary tree, there are edges (u, lc( u)), (u, rc( u)), and (u, pa(u)). 
Since the root has no parent, it has edges only to its children. 
For every cell u in an X-tree, there are edges (u, pa(u)), (u In(u)), (u, m(u)), 
(Y Wu)), and (u,=(u)). 
In both work tapes, cell u is an ancestor of cell v if label(u) is a prefix of l&l(v). 
Equivalently, u is an ancestor of v if either u is a parent of v, or u is a parent of 
another ancestor of v. Call v a descendant of u. The ancestor edges of a cell u is 
the set of all edges on the shortest path from u through its ancestors to the root. 
The level of a cell u in a binary tree or an X-tree, written level(u), is the length 
of its label. The level C is the set of cells whose level is 1. Equivalently, level I 
comprises the cells whose labels are in (0, 1)‘. 
A height h subtree rooted at u, written sub(u, h), is the subgraph induced by u 
and the descendants x of u such that level(x) G leoel( u) + h. 
Let y and z be cells on the same level in an X-tree. The segment with endpoints 
y and z, written seg(y, z), is a connected set of cells contained in level(y) whose 
leftmost cell is y and whose rightmost cell is z. 
A d-dimensional machine is a bounded activity machine whose work tape is a 
d-dimensional array. Similarly, a tree machine and an X-tr?e machine are bounded 
activity machines whose work tapes are a binary tree and an X-tree respectively. 
Let M be a bounded activity machine. Assume that, at the conclusion of step i
cells x1,..., xn contain corresponding symbols sl, . . . , s,. Then the configuration 
of M at step i is the set {(x,, sJ, . . . , (x,, s,)}. (The customa definition of the 
configuration of M includes its control state; the definition given here is sufficierlt 
for our purposes.) 
A path string [ 1 l] is a string of symbols with an associated starting cd 
represent all or part of the configuration of 
a storage symbol or an edge symbol. The s 
of A4, and there is exactly s>ne dge 
ed at the starti 
to C or C’ under 
(2) when M’readsanedgesymbol it&i 
en M’ reads 8 sto 
be used to simulate another bounded a 
will be input-output equivalent to M”, 
if there exist steps s1 G sz S = = = at which 
output symbol, then there 
the same- 
unded activity machi 
Consider an ?Mee machine X of time complexity t(n). We construct a d- 
dimensional machine that simulates X on-line in time 0( t( n) ‘+‘~d/log t(n)). Our 
simulation is mote co licated than Loui’s simulation [8] because the first visit to 
a cell may be from a neighbor rather than from its parent. 
achine D simulates one step of X at a time, keeping track of the control state 
of X in its own control state. The d-dimensional work tape holds the contents of 
of the X-tree work tape. The description of the simulation in 
n 12 will use auxiliary linear tapes in addition to the 
tape; these linear tapes can be replaced by si e heads on 
Aiimensional tape. 
chine D chooses r = log N such that 4’ = N”d/log N. 
-tree work tape with overlapping subtrees ub(y, 2r+ 1) called 6locEcs 
at cells y whose level is an in,egral multiple of r + 1. achine D represents 
the contents of sub(y, 2r+ 1) with a path string whose starti 
is proportional to the nk cells of the block. Since every 
contains approximately 
dimensional work tape D has a 
that represents B9 the other three heads are in that represent bloc 
in the mass store in time 0( Ntid). Since H must execute at 
least t shifts between successive redeployments, there are O(N/r) redeployments, 
and D spends time 0( N ***/‘/log N) on redeployments. 
4. Rep ce complexity 
First we establish a combinatorial theorem that bounds the space required for 
Path loss of generality, we may assume that every cell holds a 
nonb r it has been accessed by a head of X, Since the heads of 
are initially located at the root, the nonblank cells of X always form a connected 
set containing the root. 
m 4.1. In an X-tree, let C be a connected set of cells containing the root. Let 
e union of the ancestor edges of all cells in C. 7hen IAl < 21C(. 
by induction on the minimum h such that C C_ sub( root, 
only nonempty C contained in sub( root, 0) is C = {root}. 
the root has no ancestor edges, 1 
Inductiw Step: Assume every C c_ sub( root, h) satisfies 
C’s sub( root, h + 1) such that at least one cell of CT’ is on 
cells of C’ on level h + 1 into segme 
nts are disjoint 
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all iPj. For j=l,..., k define Xi = pa($) and yi = pa(y:) and define Si = s 
arents of cells in si on level h + 1. The Si’s are disjoint. 
Let 
C=(C’nsub(TWty h))u 
By definition, since C’ contains the root, C also contains the 
since C’ is connected, is also connected. 
Let A’ be the set of the ancestor edges of all cells in C’, and A be the set of 
ancestor edges of all cells in C. By construction, A s A’. Since C G sub(mot, h), 
lAI<Wl (1) 
by the inductive hypothesis. We now bound IA’1 -IAl and IC’l -ICI and show 
I~‘I-l~I~~~l~‘l-l~l3~ 
Let x’ be in a segment s:. Since neither x’ nor any descenotnt of x’ is in C, the 
parent edge from x’ to pa@‘) is not in A. Since pa(x’) E Si is in C however, A 
contains all other ancestor edges of x’. Thus, 
14 - 14 = i Is% (2) 
i=l 
the number of cells in C” on level h + 1. 
We now bound IC’I-ICI. By defini on, C’ is connected, and all si are disjoint 
and nonadjacent. It follows that, r each 4 some cell in Si is in C’. Therefore, 
IC’l-lCl~ i (IS:l-l&1+1)- (3) 
i=l 
Now we bound Is& ere are three cases (see Fig. 2). First, if Is:1 is even and s: 
contailx all children of cells in 4, then Isi1 = ils:l <$ls:l+ 1. Second, if lsil is even 
. . . 
. . . 
Case 2 
erent levels. 
Ophal dymmic of into cmays 
nd s: does not contain all children of cells in Si, en lsil=~(ls:l-2)+2=flsj(Cr. 
ird, if Isi1 is odd, then lsJ= i(ls:I - 1) + I< $ls:l+ 
IC’l-[Cla# i Is& 
i=l 
BY (2) and W, 
IA’I-IAIa2(lC’l-ICl). (9 
Inequalities (5) and (I) imply that I 
cord1 4.2. Let C be the configuration f an X-tree machine after a computation. 
A path string reptesenting C via a depth versai of nonbkznk cells contarttsfkwer 
than 4N edge symbols, where N is the nu of nonbiank cells. 
Proof. The path string visits cells in a depth-first fa hion; therefore it visits only 
ancestor edges and visits each ancestor edge at most twi 
s of X mark a connected set of nonblank cells containi 
4.1, the path string visits fewer than 2N ancestor edges. Consequently, there are 
fewer than 4N edge symbols in the path string. q 
5. Phases of execution 
Several parameters of the simulation depend on N’, the number of simulated 
steps of X. Because D cannot know N’ a priori, it repeats the simulation described 
in Sections 6 through 12 for N = 1,2, . . . ,21. . . , using N for the number of simulated 
steps of X until N 2 N’. Each time D chooses a new N = 2i9 we say that 
phase+ The input-output equivalence of X and D is maintained as follow 
all phases z A l * 0, D records on an auxiliary linear tape all input symbols that it reads 
from its input tape. During the first 2’ simulated steps of phasei+*, D uses the 
auxiliary tape for input and inhibits all output. During the second 2’ simulated steps 
of phasei+,, D resumes reading from the input tape and has normal output. fore 
starting the next phase, D erases-all wo pe cells that it has used. Section will 
show that each phase runs in time 0( l+‘/d/log N); consequently, the entire 
simulation runs in time 0( N”+‘/d/log N’). 
de the work tape of X into overla 
Divide each block(y) into two portions: sub(y, r), called 
sub(y, r), called the lower half: Each cell outside sub(mt, t) is csntain 
upper half of one block, say block(y), and the lower 
Call block(y) adescendant block of block(z). Let DE@) be the set of all descendant 
blocks of block(z). Also call block(z) the (y), written PA(y). 
(Upper case letters are used for block fu r case letters are 
used for cell functions, e ., pa(x).) Similarly, if m(y) exists, then define, RN(y) = 
block(m(y)), the right neighbor block of block(y). If n(y) exists, then define LN(y) = 
block(ln(y)), the lefr neighbor block of block(y). Since y is a descendant of z, Mel(z) 
is a prefix of &Z(y). Define the &atitz block add~ss of bl&k(y) to be the suffix 
of &j(y) of length r+l. 
the simulation, each bZock(y) has associated path string called path(y). 
Every path(y) satisfies the following invariants: 
Path String Invariant 1: An empty path(y) visits y; i.e., y is the starting cell of 
PWY 1. 
Path String Invariant 2: Every path(y) represents nonblank cells in 
of block(y) for y # rook path(root) also represents all nonblank cells in block(root). 
&th String Invariant 3: path(y) visits cells in a depth-first fashion. 
Let E and C be the number of edges and cells, respectively, represented by D. 
When the above invariants are maintained, each edge is represented in at most two 
path strings. Since each path string path(yi) visits cells in a depth-first fashion, it 
visits each edge at most twice. Thus there are fewer than 2(2E) =4E edge symbols 
in the path strings of D. Each nonblank cell is represented exacly once in exactly 
one path string. The nonblank cells form a connected set containing the root; 
therefore, by Corollary 4.2, the total number of edge symbols in all path strings is 
(2C) = 8C. Hence, the total number of edge symbols and storage symbols 
uired to maim&in the Path String Invariants is less than 
C+8C=9(‘ m 
stores all nonempty th(y) on its work tape. As X writes symbols on previously 
cells on its work tape, the path strings representing the configuration of X 
increase in length. Since D does not know a priori how long the path strings will 
anent areas of its work tape for path strings. 
oxes to store ea path(y) during the 
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When path(y) first has positive len h, d allocates 60%(y) of side length m(o). 
When the length of path(y) grows longer than the available volume of &(y), &? 
allocates a box bq+,(y) of side length m(i+ l), copies paoh into 6o~~+~(y), and 
continues operation. Let CURRENT(~) be the box that contains the current path(y). 
Let FIRST(~) = &o%(y). 
The storage alphabet of D is so large that the label of any cell within distance 
dN of the origin can be encoded by a string of at most r symbols. Call the encoded 
label the address of a cell. The address of a box is the address of its base cell. 
Because n has only a finite number of heads, some of the heads of D will have 
to move from a box(y) with path string representing a cell c to a different box(z) 
wh Ise path string represents a cell adjacent to c. Therefore, D must record the 
address of CURRENT(~) for all path(y) with nonxero length. Whenever D allocates 
a new box for path(y), rather than broadcast he address of the new CURRENT(~) 
to all of the up to 2’+’ +3 boxes corresponding to parent, neighbor, and descendant 
blocks of block(y), D records the new address of CURRENT(~) in FIRST(Y) by 
writing over the previous CURRENT address. The boxes corresponding to adjacent 
blocks need only know the address of FIRST(~), which will not change, to find the 
address of CURRENT(~). FIRST(~) contains six addresses: 
- the first pointer, the address of FIRST(~) (this simplifies copy operations); 
- the current pointer, the address of CURRENT(~); 
- the parent pointer, the address of the first box allocated for PA(y); 
- the left pointer, the address of the first box allocated for LN(y); 
- the right pointer, the address of the first box allocated for RN(y); 
- the relative block address of block(y). 
The address of the FIRST box for each block in DESC(Y) is embedded into the 
path string path(y) where path(y) first visits the root of the descendant block. 
8. Head location 
For each head H in X, D has four corresponding heads Hul, H,,, HI,, and 
that read and write path strings to simulate accesses by The subscripts de 
upper left (ul), upper right (ur), lower left (11), and lower t (Ir). Assume that 
H,,, H,, , and H,, are contained in CURRENT(a), CURRENT(~), CURRENT(C), and 
CURRENT(d), respectively. We define four conditions on head placement (see Fig. 3). 
Head Access Condition: If the simulated pos 
half of block(y), then at least one of H,,,, 
sub(root, r), then at least one of 
is at cell x in the lower 
Upper Head Condition: If a # 6, then block(a) = N(b) (and block(b) = (4). 
wer d Condition : f level(c) = level( en either c = d or block(c) = W 
(and block(d) = RN(c)). 
268 
(a) Illegal Head Orientation (Violates Parent Head Condition) 
(b) Illegal Head Orientation (Violates Lower Head Condition) 
(c) Legal Head Orientations 
Fig. 3. Some legal and illegal head oreintations, pictured in blocks. 
Parent Head Condition: If a # c, then block(a) = PA(c) and block(c) E DEsC(a). 
Similarly, if b # 4 then bhck( b) = PA(d) and block(d) E DEsc( b). 
D simulates the steps of X when all four head conditions hold. 
Machine D maintains a truncated simulated head position of length less than 
&-I-2. Assume that & is in CuRRENT and that & is in Cunnndb). The first 
symbol of the simulated head position indicates whether x is represented in the 
path strings visited by the left heads or those visited by the right heads. ‘ihe remaining 
2r+ 1 symbols indicate the simulated head position relative to either a or b. The 
time required to update the simulated head position will be O(r). 
TO simulate the reading of a work tape symbol in cell x by access head H, machine 
scans the appropriate path string until it finds a storage s mbol whose relative 
position matches the . ulated head position of H. This storage symbol must be 
the current symbol in 
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To simulate the writin of a symbol onto a cell x, machine first determines 
whether x is already represented. If so, t ly writes the new symbol into 
the corresponding path string path(y). If 
its path string so that path(y) visits the new set of nonblank cells 
fashion. In one pass, using a linear auxiliary tape, D determines the nearest 
ancestor w of x visited by path(y), possibly f. Then D inserts the leuel(x) -
6&(w) edge symbols required to reach x from w, the new symbol to be stored in 
4 and lewl(x)- leueQw) edge symbols to return from x to w. If D detects that 
CURRENT@) is full, then D allocates a new box and copies the contents of CUR- 
RENT(Y) there. Further, D copies the remainder of the new th(y ) into the new 
CURRENT(Y) and writes a new current pointer into FIRST(Y). 
The Head Access Condition requires that heads H,,,, Hut, H,,, and 
box to box to follow the movement of corresponding head H of X. 
of D moves from one box to another, we say that a head redeployment occurs. 
Assume that H,,, H,, , H,, , and HI, are respectively in CURRENT(~), CURRENT(~), 
CURRENT(C), and CURRENT(~), not necessarily distinct boxes, and that the simu- 
lated location of H is at cell X, contained in the lower half of one of the corresponding 
blocks. We assume that D simulates a shift of H from x to a cell not contained in 
the lower half of block(a), block(b), block(c), or block(d), forcing a redeployment 
of the heads of D. We describe the possible redeployments in the following sections. 
D does not main the head placement conditions during a redeployment, but restores 
these conditions at the end of the redeployment. 
10.1. Upward redeployment 
Assume x is in the lower half of MO&( a) and that pa(x) is in the lower half of 
block(q) = PA(a). (The case where x is in bZock( 6) and pa(x) is in PA(b) does not 
change the redeployment procedure.) pa(x) is not represented in CUR- 
RENT(a), . . . , CURRENT(d). To simulate the shift of H from x to pa(x), D moves 
H ,,I,. . . , H,, t0 PARENT(Q), . . . , PARENT(d), respectively, as follows (see Fig. 4). 
For z = u, 6, machine D moves the head from CURRENT(Z) to FIRST(Z), obtains the 
parent pointer to FIRST( PA( z)), moves the head to FIRST( PA( z)), obtains the current 
point of FIRST(PA(Z)), and moves the head to CURRENT(PA(Z)) = PARENT(Z). 
Similarly, H,, and H,, move to CURRENT(a) and CURRENT(~), respectively. 
lower heads may be in their appropriate boxes before the redeployment. 
This procedure preserves the Parent Head Condition since the upper heads move 
to their current parent boxes and lower heads move to CURRENT(~) and CUR- 
RENT( 6). It also preserves the Upper Head Condition and the Eower 
since either the left and right heads will move to boxes rep 
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Fig. 4. Upward redeployment. 
or the heads will converge to a common box. Since at least one head is in PARENT(U), 
the Head Access Condition is met. Therefore, D can resume simulating the steps 
of X H cannot cause another upward redeployment for at least r simulated steps. 
10.2. Downwanrl edeployment 
Assume that x is in block(c) and that k(x) is in the lower half of some block(q) 
in DESC( c). (The cases concerning rc(x) and block(d) can be handled similarly.) 
To simulate the shift of H from x to k(x), D must redeploy heads &, . . . , Hlr in 
order to continue simulating the steps of X D performs a downward redeployment 
as follows (see Fig. 5). Machine D reads path(c) to obtain the address of FrRsr(q). 
If FIRST(q) does not exist, then D allocates a new box FIRST(q) of side length 
m(0), writes the address of FIRST(q) as both the first pointer of FIRST(q) and the 
current pointer of FIRST(q), and writes the address of FIRST(C) as the parent pointer 
in FIRST(q); also, D inserts a descendant pointer to FIRST(q) into path(c), allocating 
a new CURRENT(C) if necessary. Then &, moves to Curu&urur(q), and & moves 
to CURRENT(C). If Mock(d) = RN(c), then H,, moves to CURRENT(d); otherwise, 
Fig. 5. Downward redeployment. 
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move to CURRENT(C). (Some heads may be in their destination boxes 
already.) At the conclusion of this procedure, the he tisfy the four 
head conditions, hence D may resume simulating the cannot cause 
downward redeployment from Mock(q) for at least o” simulated steps. 
10.3. Horizontal redeployment-x in lower block 
Define the current right neighbor RIGHT(~) of CURRENT(!) as CURRENT(j) where 
block(j) = RN(i). 
Assume that x is in the lower half of block(d), and that m(x) is in block(q) = 
RN(d). (The left neighbor case is similar.) D simulates a shift of H from x to m(x) 
as follows (see Fig. 6). If the right neighbor pointer of IWsr(d) is blank, then D 
performs a seek to determine the address of FwT(~). (Seeks will be be described 
in Section 11.) The lower heads of I) move to their current right neighbor blocks 
CURRENT(d) and CURRENT(q); at this point the Upper Head Condition and the 
Lower Head Condition hold again. D reads the parent pointers in FIRST(d) and 
FIRST(q) and moves the upper heads HUI and H,,, to PARENT(d) and PARENT(q), 
respectively, to restore the Parent Head Condition. Now D may resume simulating 
Fig. 6. Horizontal redeployment-x in lower biocks. 
10.4. Horizontal redeployment-x in upper blocks 
Assume that x is in block(b) and m(x) is in block(q) = RN(b). (The left neighbor 
case is similar.) D simulates a shift of H from x to m(x) as follows: If the right 
neighbor pointer of FIRST(b) is blank, then D performs a seek to determine the 
address of FIRST(~). (Seeks will be described in Section 11.) The upper heads of 
.9 move to their current right neighbor blocks CummT( b) and CURRENT(~). 
Zock( e) be the rightmost descendant blo of b!&@, and block(f) be the ri 
escendant block of block(q). D reads th( b) to determine whether a b 
RENT(e) exists. If so, then H,, moves to CURRENT(C). Otherwise, 
CURRENT(b). SiIlIil~rly, 
maneuvers restore all h 
In Loui’s simulation of binary tree machines [S] the first visit to any 
was from PA(y). This is not the case for X-tree machines. Nevertheless, as in 
simulation, D allocates a box representin block(y) only after it allocate 
representing PA(y). 
For the purposes of this section, we assume the following (see Fig. 9): 
- that the simulated position of head H of X is at cell x in the lower half of block(y); 
- that m(x) is in block(r) = RN(y); 
- that the right pointer in FIRST(~) is blank; 
- that D is to simulate a shift of W from x to m(x). 
D must determine the address of CURREW(~) = RIGHT(~). This process of deter- 
mining the address of RIGHT(Y) is called a right seek for M&(y). A left seek for 
block(y) can also be defined when determining the address of LEFT(~), the box that 
currently corresponds to LN(y)* 
Fig. 7. Simulated head position just before a seek (shown in blocks). 
Cuse I: M&(y) is not the rightmost descendant block of block(q) = PA(y). (This 
may be determined by reading the relative block address in FIRST(Y).) Then D can 
determine the existence of RIGHT(~) 3y reading path(q). If no such box exists, then 
D allocates a FIRST(~) as a descendant pointer in path(q). After establishing the 
existence of FIRST(I), D writes the address of FIRST(~) as the right pointer of 
FIRST(Y) and the address of FIRST(Y as the left pointer of FIRST(P). This completes 
the seek operation. 
Case 2: block(y) is the rightmost descendant of block(q). Then path(q) will yield 
no information about RIGHT(~) = CURRENT(~). If the right pointer of FIRST(q) 
exists, then the path strings in RIGHT(q) may be examined to determine the existence 
if the right pointer of 
rsively until, when 
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The allocation algorithm of Loui’s simulation [g] is sed here without 
modification. 
D has a free sto list, a list of addresses of blank boxes in the 
Initially, the free sto list holds the position of the mass store itself, 
h m(u), where u = 2d +lo 
t call to ALLOCATE, for 
of at most 2d - 1 boxes of side length q. 
&xedure: ALLOCATE 
Output: the address of a blank box of side length p in the mass store 
Step 1. If the free storage list has a box of side length p, then skip to Step 2. 
Otherwise, let q* be the smallest power of 2 such that q*> p. (Section 13.3 will 
show that * must exist.) For q = q*,-q*/2,. . . , Sp, 2p in order, select the address 
of a box Qq of side length q and delete this address from the list; add to the list 
the addresses of the 2d disjoint boxes of side length q/2 whose union is Q4. 
Step 2. Let y be the address of a box of side length p on the free storage list; 
delete y from the list, and return y. 
The time required by ALLOCATE is 0( r log u) = O((log N)*) because at most 
(2d--’ - I)log u positions of length at most r are handled. 
We show that ALLOCATE always has a box of the requested side length. Suppose 
that when D finishes, its free storage list contains the addresses of boxes of side 
lengths qrsq2+ l l G qs. For each distinct side length there are at most 2d - 1 
addresses in the free storage list. Therefore, the total number of unused cells in the 
mass store is 
(2d -l)(q:+- l l +qf)<(2d - l)(qf)( 1+ (4)” + l l 0) < 2(2qs)d. (8) 
Consider some block(y). Since block(y) contains 22r+1 - 1 < qr+* cek;l;, puth( y) 
represents at most 4’+l cells using at most 9 * 4’+* edge symbols and storage symbols, 
and path(y) contains at most 2’+’ descendant pointers of length r. CURRENT(Y) 
contains path(y) and six additional pointers, hence CURRENT(Y) contains at most 
2d(6r+ r2’+l +9 * 4r+1) < 2d (4r+3) cells. We conclude that if qs satisfies 
( qS)d 2 2d4r+3, (9) 
then ALLOCATE will complete succesfully. 
In Section 13, we will show that the total volume of all allocated boxes is less 
than 2d+7hN. Combining with (6), (8), and (9) we see that the mass store 
contain at least 
cells. e mass store is of side lengt (84) where u=2 is has 
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volume 
2”~((6r)‘/~) > 4d+3hN. 
Therefore, ALLOCATE can always find a box of the require 
13. Analysis of the si 
Let h be the number of access heads of X 
of heud redeployments 
Since Loui’s simulation [S] uses only oeptical (upward and downward) redeploy- 
ments, at most one redeployment can occur during any t simulated steps. In our 
simulation, it is possible to have horizontal and vertical redeployments occur in 
rapid succession, i.e., in much fewer than r simulated shifts. As an example, consider 
Fig. 8. Suppose D has just completed a downward redeployment leaving the upper 
heads in block(a) and the lower heads in Mock@). In two simulated steps, head H 
can cause a horizontal redeployment through the upper heads, and then, in a single 
simulated step, H can force another downward redeployment. However, H can 
cause no further redeployments for at least r simulated steps. 
Since there are four heads in D per head in X, each simulated head of D can 
cause no more than three redeployments separated by fewer than r simulated steps. 





Fig. 8. Rapid succession of redeployments (shown in blocks). 
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13.2. Total wlume of the simulation 
The blocks of X form a 2’.ary tree with cross ed Thus, as a corollary to 
Theorem 4.1, the number of blocks represented in the s store of D is less th 
twice the number of redeployments D executes. Therefore, the total number of 
boxes FIRST(Y) is less than dhN/r, where h is the number of he 
First, consider the space occupied by CURRENT boxes. CURRENT(Y) has five 
pointers of length r and a relative block address of len r + I. Additionally, the 
path string of PARENT(Y) has a descendant pointer to ST(Y). Since the len 
of each pointer is at most r, the total space occupied by pointers in CURRENT bo 
is less than (7r+l)(6hN/r)<48hN. Each head may write symbols on at most N 
cells. Then, by equation (7) (Section 7), the total space occupied by path strin 
and pointers in CURRENT boxes is less than (48+ 1+9)hN = S8hN celis. 
To determine the total amount’ of space required by the simulation, examine the 
total space allocated for each box. Each CURRENT box contains at most 2d times 
as many cells as its string and pointers require. Furthermore, each allocated 
box contains 2* tim many cells as its predec ssor. We conclude that the total 
volume of allocated boxes is at most 
(58hN)(2*)(1+$* += . l ) <2*+‘hN = 0( NJ 
cells. 
13.3. Time of the simulation 
In each phase, D simulates N steps of X. The time required to simulate one step 
of X is proportional to the length of the path strings inspected by the heads of D 
for this step. Since the length of each path string is 0(4’), the total time to simulate 
the steps of X is 
0( N4’) = 0( N’+“*/log N). 
The time required to copy a box is proportional to the volume of the box copied. 
Since each box is copied at most once, and the total volume of the stimulation is 
O(N), the total time required to copy boxes is O(N). 
There are 0( N!r) head redeployments. Each redeployment requires time 0( N”d) 
to shift heads and time O(r) to read pointers. The total time for redeployments i  
0(( N/r)( N”* + r)) = 0( N’+‘/dllog N). 
Let us assess the time for seek operations. In Section 13.2 we deduced that 
represents 0( hN/ r) blocks. Each block requires at o seeks: one for the rig 
neighbor, one for the left. The time required per see 
get an address from the current parent box, 
neighbor box, and O(N I/* + r) to shift and 
require 
0(2(hN/r)(4’-k(kq N)*+ N”* + r)) = 0( N’+*‘*/log 
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